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Part I: Exponential Growth
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Moore’s Law & Singularity
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Let’s do an experiment
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… to  9.223.372.036.854.780.000 

From 1…
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Humans and exponential growth
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Moore’s Law & Singularity
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Part II: Portability & Size
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… fast forward to 2015
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Part III: Borders Of Reality
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An example from 5th grade
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Part IV: The role of technology in our lives
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A chip in your brain…

… that connects your thought with your environment…
… you could think of a cup of coffee and the 
connected brewer in the corner makes it happen

… or that connects your brain with somebody else’s brain…
… so you would literally see with their eyes…
… sense what they sense…
… and you could control their legs…
… and they could control your hands

… or that connects to a central computer somewhere…
… that takes over if you fall asleep when driving…
… that schedules a doctor’s appointment if you

are building up to having a stroke…
… that stops you from having that last drink…
… or from overreacting in an argument with your

spouse…

… or that makes you vote for Trump…

… or that blocks any hostile feelings towards other people…
… or the opposite

And now imagine if you did not know that this central computer existed, nor that you 
had a chip in your brain. In fact, it is no longer a chip, it is all coded into your genes!

Imagine…
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2017 – 24 – 10 
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Conclusions

1. As humans we are inherently poor at predicting exponential 
development.

2. By 2030, our thinking and decision making will likely be so 
enhanced by artificial intelligence that we cannot imagine 
today what we will be capable of.

3. Singularity would essentially make the human brain obsolete.
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Conclusions

What can we do?

Resistance is futile.

Get ready to adjust – the winners will be the ones that adapt to the 
new era(s) the quickest.

Collaborate and help each other to adapt.



Questions?


